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Abstract: Background: When a patient presents with localized prostate cancer, referral for radiation
oncology consultation includes a discussion of likely outcomes of therapy. Among current radiation
treatments for prostate cancers, hypo-fractionated stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT)
has gained clinical acceptance based on efficacy, short duration of treatment, and the potential
radiobiological advantages. The Prostate Clinical Outlook Visualization System (PCOVS) was
developed to provide the patient and the clinician with a tool to visualize probable treatment outcomes
using institutional, patient specific data for comparing results of treatment. Methods: We calculated
the prostate cancer outcomes—for each prospective patient using the EPIC-26 quality of life
parameters based on clinical outcomes data of 580 prostate cancer patients who were treated with
SBRT. We applied Kaplan-Meier analysis using the ASTRO definition for biochemical recurrence
(BCR) free survival and likely outcome and the PCOVS nomogram to calculate parameters for
quality of life. Open-source R, RShiny, and MySQL were used to develop a modularized architecture
system. Results: The PCOVS presents patient specific risk scores in a gauge chart style and risk
free probability bar plots to compare the treatment data of patients treated with SBRT. The PCOVS
generates reports, in PDF, which consists of a comparison charts of risk free probabilities late effects
and gauge charts of risk scores. This system is now being expanded as a web-based service to patients.
Conclusions: The PCOVS visualized patient specific likely outcomes were compared to treatment
data from a single department, helping the patient and the clinician to visualize likely outcomes.
The PCOVS approach can be expanded to other specialties of oncology with the flexible, modularized
architecture, which can be customized by changing independent modules.

Keywords: visualization; clinical decision support system; prostate cancer; stereotactic body
radiation therapy

1. Introduction

When men presenting with localized prostate cancer are referred for radiation therapy, a number
of questions in terms of therapy outcomes needs to be discussed with a radiation oncologist [1]. It is
not uncommon for the answers to a patient’s concerns to become difficult to understand, due to stress
and anxiety. Many patients have a limitation in their ability to understand health statistical mean and
predicted outcomes [2]. Thus, patients get the treatment with very little understanding about their
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future status and likely outcomes. If the physician can tell the patients about their future status with
specific graphically-based data-driven outcomes, then patients can understand more and be adherent
to the treatment and their future status. It is useful to help patients understand their therapy and likely
outcomes. It gives prostate patients confidence in their treatment. Therefore, explanations need to
focus on practical localized data that explains likely outcomes. In addition, the physician can proffer
confidence when communicating likely outcomes to their patients with the assistance of practical data.

At present, the time required for a Radiation Oncologist to analyze an individual patient’s
pathology and to then convey meaningful information can be burdensome. It would be beneficial if a
physician could have ready access to explanatory information that included graphical displays that
deal with a single patient’s disease. A point of care clinical decision support system (CDSS) is needed
to support patients, save effort and time, and allow the physician to focus on their patients. CDSS is a
knowledge-based system for decision-making in routine clinical use. CDSS offers potential benefits,
such as improved patient safety, improved quality of care, and improved efficiency in health care
delivery [3]. If the CDSS can display easy to read clinical results, then it helps people to understand
and use statistic results. The CDSS should make a better environment for both prostate cancer patients
and physicians with a single mouse click, resulting in an outcome result visualization report.

To create the CDSS, we focused on localized hypo-fractionated stereotactic body radiation
therapy (SBRT) data, as SBRT has shown significant improvements for prostate cancer treatment.
Among current treatments for prostate cancers, SBRT has gained clinical acceptance based on efficacy,
short duration of treatment, and radiobiological advantages [4].

There are many useful Open-source technologies to develop the CDSS. These include R and
RShiny. Open-source technologies eliminate the software costs for development and maintenance of
healthcare-based IT systems. Specifically, R is a well-known and documented Open-source language
that is used to develop analysis and visualization tools for medical data. Many researches have used
Open-source technologies to develop similar systems, clinical data visualization, and biomedical
applications [5–8].

Accordingly, this study attempted to develop the Prostate Clinical Outlook Visualization System
(PCOVS) for SBRT based on open-source language. The PCOVS aims to support the patient and
the clinician with a tool to visualize the likely outcomes using institutional, patient specific data for
comparing the results of treatment.

2. Materials and Methods

The PCOVS visualized biochemical relapse (BCR) free survival curve and likely outcome plots
compared to 580 prostate cancer patient’s data treated with SBRT between August 2007 and January
2015 at MedStar-Georgetown University Hospital.

The PCOVS architecture consists of modularized functionalities of (1) data analysis;
(2) visualization; and (3) a Web interface module (Figure 1). Using data derived from SBRT treatments
of the prostate, the data analysis module calculated disease free survival rates and quality of life scores.
Visualization modules generated charts and tables for analysis results. The web interface module
showed likely outcome charts and results on the web browser screen. The web interface possesses
email and print out functions for the visualized likely outcome report.
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For the user interface and reporting functions, the open-source language R was used for both 
data analysis and web architecture. RShiny was used to develop the web based user interface (UI) for 
the PCOVS (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/shiny). Essentially, the web-based system 
consists of a frontend as the UI and backend as a server application. RShiny has the characteristics of 
robust functionality, which allows for one to set up both the frontend and backend in tandem. For 
the data analysis, the PCOVS read the raw data from an excel file, and then a cleaning and 
normalizing module save the data into the MySQL database, which resides on the backend. The data 
analysis module used R package openxlsx (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/openxlsx) and 
RMySQL (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RMySQL) to develop the data analysis 
functionalities. For the longitudinal data R package plotly was used to develop visualization 
(https://cran.r-project.org/package=plotly). R is the language for any future maintenance for the 
PCOVS that allows for simple and easy future upgrades. Because R is a fully compatible language 
with RShiny, the PCOVS included statistical functions and visualization functions in one system. To 
generate electronic file report, such as PDF or HTML, the PCOVS used R packages knitr 
(https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/knitr) for dynamic report generation and rmarkdown 
(https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rmarkdown) for converting R documents into PDF or 

Figure 1. Prostate Clinical Outlook Visualization System (PCOVS) Conceptual Architecture.

The PCOVS was designed to achieve automatic analysis (Figure 2). The data analysis module
was developed as an independent module for visualization, and the web interface module makes the
system flexible through the ability to modify itself.
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The PCOVS was designed to deal with data normalization, analysis, and visualization processes.
These features were developed in order to generate intuitive visualization from the statistical results.
First, the PCOVS managed the scaling and normalization of the data. Second, the PCOVS made
three different analysis data sets including (1) survival analysis; (2) the Expanded Prostate Cancer
Index Composite (EPIC-26) scores; and (3) the PCOVS risk calculator (Figure 2). Finally, the PCOVS
visualized those three analysis data reports to present patient specific likely outcomes at five years
when comparing to SBRT treated patients results.

For the user interface and reporting functions, the open-source language R was used for both data
analysis and web architecture. RShiny was used to develop the web based user interface (UI) for the
PCOVS (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/shiny). Essentially, the web-based system consists
of a frontend as the UI and backend as a server application. RShiny has the characteristics of robust
functionality, which allows for one to set up both the frontend and backend in tandem. For the data
analysis, the PCOVS read the raw data from an excel file, and then a cleaning and normalizing module
save the data into the MySQL database, which resides on the backend. The data analysis module used R
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package openxlsx (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/openxlsx) and RMySQL (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/RMySQL) to develop the data analysis functionalities. For the longitudinal
data R package plotly was used to develop visualization (https://cran.r-project.org/package=plotly).
R is the language for any future maintenance for the PCOVS that allows for simple and easy future
upgrades. Because R is a fully compatible language with RShiny, the PCOVS included statistical
functions and visualization functions in one system. To generate electronic file report, such as PDF
or HTML, the PCOVS used R packages knitr (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/knitr) for
dynamic report generation and rmarkdown (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rmarkdown)
for converting R documents into PDF or HTML. Eventually, the PCOVS was designed to achieve full
stack architecture from data preparation to visualization.

The PCOVS used BCR based on the American Society of Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology
(ASTRO) definition [9]. In ASTRO, BCR means the mid-point between prostate specific antigen
(PSA) nadir and the first of three consecutive rises in PSA level [10]. In the PCOVS, BCR was finally
defined as the mid-point between PSA nadir and the first of three consecutive increases in PSA level
at least 0.5 ng/mL based on the ASTRO BCR definition and physician comments. The Kaplan-Meier
Survival analysis was done to show the survival curves for patient specific data when comparing to
treated patient data in order to distinguish the difference of disease free survival probabilities [11].
R package survival was used to develop survival analysis (https://cran.r-project.org/package=
survival). Using disease free rate based on the ASTRO BCR definition, the PCOVS nomogram was
developed by Open-source R with the cox model [12]. The PCOVS nomogram was used to store
risk classification data and visualize estimated risk scores of BCR free survival and likely outcome.
The PCOVS nomogram has three levels of risk score measurement, which are low, intermediate,
and high risk group. The risk classification module was developed using R packages rms (https://cran.
r-project.org/package=rms), survival (https://cran.r-project.org/package=survival), survey (https:
//cran.r-project.org/package=survey), and SvyNom (https://cran.r-project.org/package=SvyNom).

The quality of life (QOL) factors were used to develop QOL likely outcomes based on the
Expanded EPIC-26, which includes three domains, such as rectal QOL, urinary QOL, and sexual QOL
domains [13]. The EPIC-26 was developed by researchers at the University of Michigan and UCLA,
and was intended to measure health related QOL among men with prostate cancer. The EPIC-26 was
developed as a short-form version of the full EPIC. The EPIC-26 instrument contains four multi-item
domains: (1) urinary domains such as urinary incontinence (four items), urinary irritation/obstruction
(four items), and one question related to overall bother, (2) bowel domain (six items), (3) sexual domain
(six items), and (4) vitality/hormonal function domain (five items) [14,15]. In addition, the EPIC-26
retains the single item measure of overall urinary bother from the University of California, Los Angeles,
Prostate Cancer Index (UCLA-PCI) [14] (Appendix A). Each factor has their own scales to calculate
0–100 points. 0 means very bad and 100 means very good, in that the PCOVS can get a risk value
with subtraction of each factor values from 100. This can result in negative values for QOL domains.
The EPIC-26 scale score was transformed linearly to a 0–100 scale, as recommended in the scoring
instructions for the EPIC-26. Higher score represents better health-related quality of life (HRQOL).
In addition, the responses were grouped into three clinically relevant categories such as no problem,
very small to small problem, and moderate to big problem [16,17]. The PCOVS utilized the bowel
domain of the EPIC-26 to assess rectal QOL (Appendix B). The EPIC-26 bowel domain includes six
items, which is five questions that are related to individual symptoms and one question related to
overall bother [18]. The bowel domain scores express linearly to a 0–100 scale. Once the PCOVS had
EPIC-26 scores for each QOL domains, the PCOVS generated likely outcome of QOL with patient
specific data compare to the reference Cyber-knife SBRT treated patient data [19].

3. Results

We used 580 patients’ data to develop the PCOVS (Table 1). The patients’ ages at diagnosis ranged
from under 59 to over 80. Approximately 92.3% of patients were classified from ages 60 to 79. The mean
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age is 69.63. Patients with T1 stage were 68.3%. 40.7% of patients have a low risk of the Gleason score.
Pre-treatment PSA values were 76.9% of ≤10.0 ng/mL, 18.1% of >10.0 and ≤20.0 ng/mL, and 5.0% of
>20.0 ng/mL. Follow-up median was 940 days, mean was 930.9 days and max were 2354 days. 53.1% of
patients are White. Of the 580 patients available for the PCOVS, 17 (2.9%) had evidence of BCR prostate
cancer after SBRT.

Table 1. Descriptive statistic results after data scaling and normalizing 580 patient data with stereotactic
body radiation therapy (SBRT).

Category Frequency Percent

Age at diagnosis (Mean, Range)

Under 59 48 8.3
60–69 230 39.7
70–79 247 42.6

Over 80 55 9.5
69.63 (44–94)

T-stage

T1(T1b, T1c) 396 68.3
T2a 92 15.9
T2b 64 11

T2c+T3 28 4.8

Gleason score

Low 236 40.7
Intermediate-a (3 + 4) 210 36.2
Intermediate-b (4 + 3) 90 15.5

High 44 7.6

Pre-treatment prostate specific antigen (PSA)
≤10.0 ng/mL 446 76.9

>10.0 and ≤20.0 ng/mL 105 18.1
>20.0 ng/mL 29 5.0

Race

Asian 21 3.6
Black 226 39

Hispanic 13 2.2
White 308 53.1
Other 12 2.1

BCR
Patients with BCR 17 2.9

Patients with non-BCR 563 97.1

Total 580 100

3.1. The Prostate Clinical Outlook Visualization System

For viewers’ understanding, the PCOVS dashboard had a pair of likely outcomes of the patient
specific result and reference Cyber-knife SBRT treated patient. The PCOVS showed the evidence
based confident comparison results for patient specific likely outcome vs. reference patient data.
The reference outcome data is gathered and managed by the owner of the original outcome data.
Physicians determined the difference between the two data groups with comparison plots and
discussed these results with their patients. The discussion based upon the system generated report
allowed for a greater understanding of the options by the patient.

The PCOVS encapsulated statistics module and visualization module integrated architecture
allowed for the patient and physician to focus on the genuine purpose of oncology medicine, namely
the quality of life.

3.1.1. Likely Outcome Visualization (Patient Specific Data vs. Reference Cyberknife Treated
Patient Data)

The PCOVS likely outcome visualization presented comparison creates a result report from the
web layout and electronic file to a print out. The PCOVS web layout was created so that the patient can
understand what their future likely outcome might look like in reference to Cyber-knife SBRT treated
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patient data. Patients see the differences from their specific likely outcome and reference outcome
through intuitive charts, such as the risk score gauge meter style chart, the risk free comparison bar
plot style chart, and risk probability chart for each quality of life factors (Figure 3).

The PCOVS generated likely outcome results can be downloaded for digital file creation, printed,
or e-mailed. The Physician can select the print-out method, and can hit the reset button to clear all the
present data.

Because the PCOVS likely outcome screen was designed to fit a tablet screen, the user can also
use mobile devices in the same network environment of the PCOVS server. The back-end functions,
such as managing data, displaying the likely outcomes, and emailing the resulting pdf file does not
need to be developed for mobile devices. One simply opens the PCOVS web server address on the
web browser, and that allows for the PCOVS mobile users’ functions to be accessed.

3.1.2. Disease Free Survival Likely Outcome Visualization

In the PCOVS, disease-free survival means the freedom of biochemical recurrence (BCR). The BCR
definition in the PCOVS is the ASTRO definition [9]. The PCOVS created Kaplan-Meier survival
curves from the BCR time point data [11]. The PCOVS visualized disease free survival rate at five
years for patient specific data when comparing to the stored treated patient data. Using new patient’s
information, such as age, clinical stage, Gleason score, and pre-treatment PSA value, the PCOVS
calculated risk scores of BCR for the patient. The PCOVS visualized the risk score and displays the
data using a gauge style chart. In the risk score gauge chart, risk groups were distinguished by three
colors; green for low risk, orange for intermediate risk, and red for high risk (Figure 4). The PCOVS
visualized BCR free probability and risk scores together increase the patient’s understanding of their
status and risk level.
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3.1.3. Risk Free Profile Visualization

Summary plot (Figure 5) included positive QOL and Negative QOL. Positive QOL consists of
Relapse Free Survival, Rectal QOL, and Urinary QOL. Negative QOL consists of Rectal Bleeding
and Urinary Bleeding. The physician uses this plot for comparison from patient specific scores and
reference scores. In the Figure 5, patient’s positive QOL scores are higher than reference and a slightly
higher risk of Urinary Bleeding score than reference.
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Figure 5. Risk Free Profile—at five years probable outcomes.

3.2. Longitudinal Trend for Visualization (Patient Specific Data vs. Reference SBRT Treated Patient Data)

With longitudinal trend visualization, physicians saw the outcome changes by time periods,
which expressed after treatment likely outcome. The physician could determine the most significant
time point to intervention for the patient. Through the fluctuation of the longitudinal outcome
simulation in the PCOVS, the physician referenced the differences of patient specific simulation data
to the treated data outcome at a glance.
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3.2.1. BCR Free Survival Curve Visualization

The blue line presented all existing patients’ survival curve and the red line presents patient
specific survival curve. Those small vertical lines along with horizontal line meant censored number of
patients. Because of the reference graph had whole BCR-free survival patient data, it was not affected
by the number of patients filter in the patient’s information input form. The strata table had number
of patients, for each days of time point, calculated by eliminating the number of censored patients.
Because the SBRT treated patients had high relapse free survival probability, it was important to focus
on the quality of life of patients (Figure 6).
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3.2.2. Quality of Life Trends (Rectal, Urinary, and Sexual)

Rectal Quality of Life Trends

In the rectal quality of life visualization (Appendix B Rectal Quality of Life EPIC-26 Trend),
the blue line represented all of the existing patients’ rectal QOL trend, and the higher value indicated
better status than lower value, while the red line represented patient specific trend that gathers data
from existing patients’ who had the same age, clinical stage, and risk category based on The PCO
nomogram. The risk plots showed the same colors of section, the blue line for all of the referenced
patients and the red line is patient specific data. However, the meaning of values in the risk plots had
opposite meaning to the QOL value, lower value indicated a better status than higher value. Because of
the QOL plots showed satisfaction or positive outcome values, while the risk plots showed negative
risk outcome. That was why QOL plots and risk plots had different meaning of values.

Urinary Quality of Life Trends

Urinary QOL (Appendix B Urinary Quality of Life EPIC-26 Trend) was assessed using the urinary
domains of the EPIC-26: incontinence subscale and Irritation/obstruction subscale, and one question
related to the overall bother. As previously stated, the EPIC-26 scale score expressed linearly to a
0–100 scale. The urinary incontinence domain of the EPIC-26 had three levels of severity: severe (0–49),
moderate (50–69), and mild (70–100) [19]. Urinary QOL showed mild severity for patient specific data.
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Sexual Quality of Life Trends

Sexual QOL (Appendix B Sexual Quality of Life EPIC-26 Trend) was assessed using sexual domain
of the EPIC-26. The EPIC-26 sexual domain included six items, which is five questions that are related
to sexual function and one question related to overall bother [20]. Sexual QOL showed lower sexual
erectile dysfunction risk for patient specific data than reference data.

3.3. PSA Trends Visualization for Physician

For the explanation of PSA fluctuation during the follow up, the PCOVS visualized the ASTRO
BCR definition (Figure 7). The survival analysis module, in the PCOVS, found nadir PSA time point
and consecutive rising points above 0.5 ng/mL, followed by the middle time point between the nadir
PSA time point and the first PSA level consecutive rising time point. The middle time point was the
BCR point based on the ASTRO definition [9].

The PSA level could fall and rise at any time, which resulted in a bounced pattern. For the
bounced pattern of the PSA level, it had to be distinguished from a non-bounced pattern to find the
BCR time point correctly. The survival analysis module possesses a function to find a bounced pattern
that assists to find the accurate BCR time point. Using the PSA trend viewer, the physician found the
pattern of PSA fluctuation differences from relapsed and relapsed free patients. Because the PCOVS
generated those PSA view for each individual patient by searching for the patient id on the web-based
form, the physician did not need to create a graph from excel documents manually. This reduced
the time required to study patient data, and thereby helps the physician to focus on more important
patient care issues.

Figure 7. PSA Trend Viewer.

4. Discussion

This study attempted to develop the PCOVS for SBRT treated data using open-source language.
Based on the results of this study, we present the following discussions as the PCOVS advantages:

The PCOVS used localized data source rather than global data. To have clinical prediction
formula for certain disease and treatment, there were several data sources for analysis. The global
data and localized data were the subjects. It was effective to use localized data to make point of care
CDSS software than global data. The global data explained the clinical analysis result for a general
explanation about the disease. However, the localized data explained the specific therapy likely
outcome following certain treatment [21]. The result from analysis of localized data explained real
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patient probable outcomes that physician had confident to explain about the therapy to their patient
based on the reliable result of practical treatment data. The PCOVS focused on SBRT treatment data to
make reliable and practical point of care decision support system.

Using reliable data, the PCOVS transformed the analysis result into the visualized screen report.
With intuitive graphical result on CDSS screen was very important [22]. Instead of numbers being hard
to read, graphs told us acceptable information. The PCOVS attempted to provide an intuitive report
of probable treatment outcomes using institutional, patient specific data for comparing the results
of treatment. The PCOVS helped specific patients with a local customized system that shows easy
to understand visualization for patient specific data likely outcomes compare to the treatment data.
Patient saw the future severity of their status by comparing their likely outcomes to the others.

The PCOVS reduced time for analysis and visualization. The PCOVS was designed to achieve
automatic scaling and normalizing. Automated data loading module helped the physician to manage
the patient data efficiently. Using the embedded analyzing modules, physicians saved effort and time
of analysis. The PCOVS reduced the cost and time for the evidence based medical decision making
through the simplifying generation of visualized likely outcomes. Physicians used the PCOVS web-aids,
which generate likely outcome visualization for the patient specific data, to explain patient likely outcomes
simply insert patient’s age at diagnosis, clinical stage, Gleason score, and pre-treatment PSA value.

In addition to automated analysis and visualization, the PCOVS generated electronic file report
for e-mail and print-out. It was important to deliver not only the verbal explanation with web-aids,
but also the print-out of the likely outcomes [22]. Both of the print-based reports and the web-based
decision aids were valuable tools to help patient’s decision [22,23]. Men with prostate cancer could use
the print-out to remind and understand their future treatment. The PCOVS generated electronic file
for print-out and e-mail that has same pictures from web interface results.

Above report functions such as e-mail and print-out reflected the user input instantly. For user
experienced (UX) design, we had feedback from physicians who used the PCOVS for his patient.
As the result of UX design, the PCOVS had input forms that display all of the relevant data on a single
screen. Patients saw the intuitive graphical information of the patient specific likely outcomes and risk
scores. When the physician changed the variable to predict patient likely outcomes, he put the value
into the web user interface. It produced an immediate effect upon the visualization module displaying
the result, as well as presenting the e-mail and print-out functions [7].

As each individual site has unique policies for security and data management, it was not possible
to make universal security and data management function. For this reason, the PCOVS uses analysis
and visualization functionalities only. It has limited security options, and the user in charge of
production system installation should follow the security policy of the implementation site, such as
firewall and user authentication of the system.

Using open-source language and packages is one of the way of software development.
The open-source product means contribution to the community and reliability of the products. Not only
letting the users to use the software in the public repository, but also the responsible contribution of
the software is required. Individuals freely developed the software that they are hard to accomplish
solid process of open-source publication. For reliable open-source software publication, certification
from the trusted organization is required, especially in medical software products. The certification
forces the product to have documents and test codes. The documents include installation manual,
user manual, and technical manual. Well documented open-source products help users to implement
and maintain the product installed system easily and confidently.

Finally, the PCOVS had a contribution to the medical open-source community. To promote
further enhancement by others, the software was certified by Open Source Electronic Health Record
Alliance (OSEHRA) open-source certification for eventual public release through the OSEHRA code
repository [24]. Through the OSEHRA open-source certification process, peer reviewers verify
installation, functionalities, and the source code of the PCOVS. The validation process of the OSEHRA
open-source certification was done by two external experts. This open-source code is applicable to
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other specialties of oncology. New data can be added to the reference data, and this will not affect
future analysis or visualization functions.

5. Conclusions

The CDSS has had a long history, being used since the 1960′s [25]. Yet, it still took a long time
and much effort to gain a practical point of care software. Discussing data analysis and visualization
with physicians and statistical expertise has improved the possibilities of creating a useful result that
reduces errors. Developing clinical decision support software was dependent upon collaborations that
included physicians, statisticians, and developers.

As software development is costly, the use of open source software adds efficiencies.
Open-source eliminated development software license issues, not to mention the additional resources
that are available from the open-source community. There were several products and packages using
R and RShiny [5–8]. The PCOVS’s web-based architecture was displayed on any mobile devices. It
meant the PCOVS could be used without extra development for the mobile applications.

The PCOVS visualized statistical analysis code means that the user does not need to be an expert
in statistical analysis [2]. The user interface was reviewed by physicians to result in a better user
experience (UX) design of the PCOVS. The PCOVS gave an answer to patient who want to know
therapy likely outcomes rather than general answers. With reliable results and a convenient UX design,
the PCOVS is useful tool for point of care CDSS.

As the result of collaboration of physicians, statisticians, and developers, the PCOVS visualized
patient specific likely outcomes were compared to treatment data from a single department, helping
the patient and the clinician to visualize likely outcomes that were based on open-source development.
The PCOVS approach can be expanded to other specialties of oncology with the flexible, modularized
architecture, which can be customized by changing independent modules.
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Appendix A. EPIC 26 Instrument

1. Over the past 4 weeks, how often have you leaked urine?

More than once a day...................... 1
About once a day.............................. 2
More than once a week.................... 3
About once a week........................... 4
Rarely or never.................................. 5

2. Which of the following best describes your urinary control during the last 4 weeks?

No urinary control whatsoever......................................1
Frequent dribbling........................................................ 2
Occasional dribbling..................................................... 3
Total control................................................................... 4
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3. How many pads or adult diapers per day did you usually use to control leakage during the last
4 weeks?

None .......................................................................... 0
1 pad per day.............................................................. 1
2 pads per day............................................................ 2
3 or more pads per day............................................. 3

4. How big a problem, if any, has each of the following been for you during the last 4 weeks?

No
Problem

Very Small
Problem

Small
Problem

Moderate
Problem

Big
Problem

a. Dripping or leaking urine 0 1 2 3 4
b. Pain or burning on urination 0 1 2 3 4
c. Bleeding with urination 0 1 2 3 4
d. Weak urine stream or incomplete emptying 0 1 2 3 4
e. Need to urinate frequently during the day 0 1 2 3 4

5. Overall, how big a problem has your urinary function been for you during the last 4 weeks?

No problem...................................... 1
Very small problem.......................... 2
Small problem.................................. 3
Moderate problem........................... 4
Big problem...................................... 5

6. How big a problem, if any, has each of the following been for you?

No
Problem

Very Small
Problem

Small
Problem

Moderate
Problem

Big
Problem

a. Urgency to have a bowel movement 0 1 2 3 4
b. Increased frequency of bowel movements 0 1 2 3 4
c. Losing control of your stools 0 1 2 3 4
d. Bloody stools 0 1 2 3 4
e. Abdominal/ Pelvic/Rectal pain 0 1 2 3 4

7. Overall, how big a problem has your bowel habits been for you during the last 4 weeks?

No problem...................................... 1
Very small problem.......................... 2
Small problem.................................. 3
Moderate problem........................... 4
Big problem...................................... 5

8. How would you rate each of the following during the last 4 weeks?

Very Poor to None Poor Fair Good Very Good

Your ability to have an erection? 1 2 3 4 5
Your ability to reach orgasm (climax)? 1 2 3 4 5

9. How would you describe the usual QUALITY of your erections during the last 4 weeks?

None at all......................................................................................... 1
Not firm enough for any sexual activity.............................................. 2
Firm enough for masturbation and foreplay only............................... 3
Firm enough for intercourse.............................................................. 4

10. How would you describe the FREQUENCY of your erections during the last 4 weeks?
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I NEVER had an erection when I wanted one................................... 1
I had an erection LESS THAN HALF the time I wanted one............. 2
I had an erection ABOUT HALF the time I wanted one..................... 3
I had an erection MORE THAN HALF the time I wanted one............ 4
I had an erection WHENEVER I wanted one..................................... 5

11. Overall, how would you rate your ability to function sexually during the last 4 weeks?

Very poor ............................................................. 1
Poor...................................................................... 2
Fair....................................................................... 3
Good.................................................................... 4
Very good............................................................. 5

12. Overall, how big a problem has your sexual function or lack of sexual function been for you
during the last 4 weeks?

No problem........................................................... 1
Very small problem............................................... 2
Small problem....................................................... 3
Moderate problem................................................ 4
Big problem.......................................................... 5

13. How big a problem during the last 4 weeks, if any, has each of the following been for you?

No
Problem

Very Small
Problem

Small
Problem

Moderate
Problem

Big
Problem

a. Hot flashes 0 1 2 3 4
b. Breast tenderness/enlargement 0 1 2 3 4
c. Feeling depressed 0 1 2 3 4
d. Lack of energy 0 1 2 3 4
e. Change in body weight 0 1 2 3 4

Appendix B. Quality of Life Trends (Rectal, Urinary, and Sexual)
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